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To the Board of Governors and Friends of Rice University:

It is with much pleasure that I submit to you this Report

of the President covering the academic years 1963-64 and

1964-65. The assistance of many members of the faculty and

of the administrative staff in preparation of this report is

gratefully acknowledged.

The events reported and commented upon in this compila-

tion constitute a record of achievement in which Rice's friends

and advocates may find cause for pride. In keeping with the

goals set in our Ten Year Plan, the University already has

registered steady advancement in curriculum, faculty, plant,

research and those other areas in which we are committed

today to build on established quality.

If we find satisfaction in this report concerning the cur-

rent condition of Rice University, our confidence and optimism

is also strengthened regarding the larger challenge we have

set ourselves in the decade that began this year.

Continuation of the traditional high level of achievement

of our faculty and the Rice student body, and sustained guid-

ance, encouragement and support of the kind you have pro-

vided in such generous measure in these past two years, will

assure our success in timely fulfillment of the Rice Plan for

the years ahead.

Respectfully submitted,

Kenneth S. Pitzer

President



The academic years 1963-65 could well go down
in the history of Rice University as the most signif-

icant since the founding years, for it was during

this period that the Board of Trustees petitioned the

courts requesting an interpretation of the Rice

University Charter which would allow the school to

admit qualified students without

regard to race and to charge tui-

tion. A jury trial was held in

the 127th District Court of

Texas in February, 1964. The
jury favored the University's

position concerning relevant

facts, and the Court, on the basis

of the jury's decision, authorized

Rice to proceed with the new ad-

mission and tuition policies.

Within three months the

Board of Trustees announced

that undergraduate tuition for

entering freshmen in September,

1965, would be $1200 per year.

In the same announcement, the

Board explained that no quali-

fied student would be denied ad-

mission because of inability to

pay tuition, stating that over

$1,000,000 had been authorized

in four-year scholarships for al-

most 60 c
/c of each entering class

of approximately 450 freshmen.

In total, the four year scholar-

ship program included 185 full-

tuition awards, and 75 partial-

tuition awards in three cate-

gories — William Marsh Rice

Scholarships for students from
Houston and Texas, University

Scholarships for students re-
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regardless of residence, and Prize Scholarships to

be awarded to a few of the most exceptional appli-

cants without regard to need.

Thus, Rice will continue to admit tuition-free as

many students as possible with available endowment
income, but it is felt that the tuition charge of

81200 will allow the University's total educational

service to increase substantially by accepting addi-

tional students who are able to pay for their educa-

tion either personally or with the aid of scholarship

awards from other sources.

Also in accordance with the Court decision, all

subsequent admission actions have been made on the

basis of academic qualifications without regard to

race, and Negro students have been admitted at both

the graduate and undergraduate level.

In August 1964, George R. Brown, Chairman
of the Board of Governors, announced a plan of

growth, enrichment and expansion for Rice during

the decade, 1965-7-"). In many respects the Ten Year
Plan is an extension of the program as well as the

ideals and vision of those who have shared in the

leadership of Rice since its founding. In recent de-

cades a long-range program was developed in 1945

and this program was revised and extended ten years

later. The current Rice Plan is based on an exhaus-

tive two-year program of evaluation and planning in

which many members of the faculty have partic-

ipated. Their efforts also made possible a report

entitled, "Rice University Self-Study," presented to

the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary

Schools as a part of their accreditation procedures.

The Rice Plan is designed to accomplish two

objectives: (1) to continue to provide the best

students, both undergraduate and graduate, with

superior educational opportunities; (2) to main-

tain a center of international leadership in education

and research of the caliber required in an age of

rapid social, economic and technological change.

The Rice Plan was published as a separate book-

let shortly after its announcement last year. Copies



are still available and may be obtained by writing

the University.

At the 51st Commencement Exercises Saturday,

May 30, 1964, 370 undergraduate degrees and 115

advanced degrees (including 48 Ph.D. degrees)

were conferred at ceremonies in the Rice Gym-
nasium. On Saturday, June 5, 1965, 395 undergrad-

uates and 135 graduate students received their de-

grees (including 61 Ph.D.'s) at the 52nd Commence-
ment. The substantial increase in the number of

Ph.D. degrees awarded is especially significant in

view of the plans for the next decade and the needs

of the southwestern region.

Certainly one of the most exciting developments

of the biennium has been the progress of Rice

scientists and engineers toward the development of

an artificial implantable human heart. In the na-

tion's first multidisciplinary approach to this prob-

lem, the Rice team, under Professor W. W. Akers of

the Department of Chemical Engineering is working
in cooperation with surgeons at the Baylor Univer-

sity College of Medicine, under a grant from the Na-
tional Institutes of Health. Principal investigator

for the work at Baylor and Houston's Methodist

Hospital is Dr. Michael E. DeBakey, Chairman of

the Baylor Department of Surgery.

The President's Report of 1963 announced the

establishment of a Department of Space Science at

Rice in January of that year. By January 1964, one

year later, department scientists and technicians

had designed, constructed and tested instrument pay-

loads for measuring airglow and aurorae, and had

completed one upper air probe with a NASA Nike-

Apache rocket fired from Wallops Island, Virginia.

Since then there have been five additional "Sammy"
sounding rockets launched either from Wallops Is-

land or the joint American-Canadian research fa-

cility at Fort Churchill, Canada, with more planned

for the future.
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The ''Sammy" series, named after the Rice owl

mascot, has paved the way for a new satellite pro-

gram of space research under the direction of Pro-

fessor Brian J. O'Brien.

Through the new Uni-

versity Explorer Pro-

gram, sponsored by the

National Aeronautics
and Space Administra-

tion, Rice has become the

first University to re-

ceive a contract to design

and build its own "Owl"
satellites to study near-

earth phenomena.

Mock-up of the
magnetically

riented satellite

At the time of this

report the Space Science

department is in the fin-

al stages of preparing a

gamma ray telescope to

be attached to a forty

story high balloon which

will ascend from Pales-

tine, Texas to a height of

25 miles. This experi-

ment, under Professor

Robert C. Haymes will measure the radiation from
stellar formations, starting with the Crab Nebula

in an attempt to determine why and how stars ex-

plode.

Of additional interest will be the fact that Dr.

F. Curtis Michel, Associate Professor of Space

Science, is one of the recently selected scientist-

astronauts, now in training for the Apollo lunar

landing program. While on leave, Dr. Michel will

continue his research in astrophysics at Rice, how-
ever, and will remain an advisor for doctorate can-

didates in Space Science.

There have been several special educational pro-

grams on the campus the last two summers. Among
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the most important have been the Summer Language

Institutes in Spanish for secondary school teachers,

and the high school summer education laboratory

consisting of enrichment courses for local high school

students, both of which are six-week programs of

intensified study. The Language Institute, under the

direction of Professor James A. Castaneda, is limited

to sixty persons, and applications have been received

from over 32 states, Mexico and Spain two years in

a row. Both enrollment and course offerings of the

high school education laboratory were doubled dur-

ing its second year, although no high school credits

are awarded for the extra work. This program,

under the guidance of Professor Donald I. Wood
gives education students at Rice the opportunity to

teach some of the courses under the guidance of

qualified "Master Teachers," and thus gain valuable

experience under carefully controlled conditions.

Because research support is a very important

incentive to a young faculty member beginning an

academic career, and because few outside grants are

available to young instructors in the humanities and
social sciences, the University has instituted a

regular program of grants to junior faculty mem-
bers for summer research in the Humanities. It is

felt that such a plan will help to equalize the oppor-

tunities between those disciplines where extra-mural

grants and contracts for research are readily avail-

able and those where such opportunities are sparse.

Sponsored jointly by Rice and the Jefferson

Davis Association, a recently formed non-profit

corporation, a major historical study of Jefferson

Davis has started on the campus and is expected to

span ten years. Dr. Frank E. Vandiver, Professor of

History at Rice is president of the association which

plans some 15 volumes of reference works covering

the papers and correspondence of the Civil War
statesman. I should like to add that the U. S. Civil

War Centennial Commission awarded its highest

honor, the Centennial Medallion, to the Jefferson

Davis Association in May 1965 at a ceremony at

12



plasmatron in the
allurgy laboratory
ards a target with
stream of electrons
nng out impurities
id leaving only the

pure crystals.

Rice. The work of this educational-research project

in the Humanities was greatly advanced late this

summer by a gift of $100,000 by the William Stamps
Farish Fund.

The University has been the recipient of several

generous grants during the past two years for new
educational programs, for endowed professorships,

and for buildings. I should like to mention just a few
at this point, leaving the details for the appropriate

sections of this report.

The Moody Foundation contributed $1,000,000

to Rice for two Professorships, one in English, the

other in Mathematics. The Brown Foundation do-

nated $500,000 to establish the Albert Thomas Chair

in Political Science. The Fondren Foundation an-

nounced a $1,000,000 grant for a major expansion of

the present Fondren Library, and the Office of

Education made a subsequent grant of $985,000 to

assist in this development. The National Science

13



Foundation granted the University $2.39 million to

help initiate a program of systems research and en-

gineering, including funds for a new building to

house mathematics, and to add staff members in

related fields. This grant was one of the much sought

after "science development" grants in a program
initiated by the NSF, in its words, "to help a limited

number of already good institutions advance rapidly

to a higher level of quality in an appreciable segment

of their scientific activities." A NASA grant of $1.6

million is helping to finance the construction of the

three-story Space Science and Technology Building

referred to in a later section of this report.
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The biennium just concluded has been espe-

cially notable so far as the areas of teaching and
scholarship are concerned, for the establishment at

Rice of three new and much-needed endowed chairs

—two of which, at this writing, already have been

filled by exceptionally able professors in their fields.

In July, 1965, we publicly acknowledged grateful

receipt of a $500,000 grant from the Brown Founda-
tion to be used to establish the Albert Thomas Chair

of Political Science—honoring U. S. Congressman
Albert Thomas of Houston. The gift, creating the

first endowed professorship in political science,

makes it possible for Rice to bring an eminent

scholar in that field to the campus.

In 1964, two outstanding scholars were named
to take chairs in the Moody Foundation Professor-

ships. They are Dr. Monroe K. Spears, distinguished

teacher, critic, and former editor of the Sewanee
Review, as Libby Shearn Moody Professor of Eng-
lish ; and Dr. Jim Douglas, Jr., W. L. Moody, Jr.

Professor of Mathematics.

Dr. Frank E. Vandiver, Civil War Scholar and

Professor of History, was named to the Harris

Masterson, Jr. Chair in History upon the retire-

ment of Dr. Floyd S. Lear in September 1965.

Although faculty accomplishments and honors

are covered in some detail in another section, there

are two noteworthy areas I feel should be included

here. One is the election of Dr. Richard B. Turner,

Professor of Chemistry, to the National Academy of

Sciences. Professor Turner, who specializes in or-

ganic chemistry, is the third member of the present

Rice faculty to be so honored. It is proper recogni-

tion of his distinguished contribution to chemistry.

The other area involves members of the Rice

faculty who have been awarded John Simon Guggen-
heim Memorial Foundation Fellowships since my
last annual report. The awards went to Larry Mc-
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Murtry, lecturer in English, for creative writing;

Dr. John M. Roberts, Associate Professor of Me-
chanical Engineering, for research in metal crystals

;

Dr. Ronald L. Sass, Associate Professor of Chemis-

try, for research in electron spin resonance ; Dr-

Ronald H. Paulson, Professor of English, for a

biography of William Hogarth ; Dr. Monroe K.

Spears, Libby Shearn Moody Professor of English,

for studies of a general interpretation of modern
poetry.

Effective this September, Dr. Virgil Topazio

of the University of Rochester was appointed Pro-

fessor of French and Chairman of the Department.

In other important appointments effective Septem-

ber 1964, Dr. Philip Wadsworth was named Dean of

Humanities and Professor of French, and Drs. Mor-

ton L. Curtis, Eldon Dyer, and Henry H. Rachford

were appointed to professorships of mathematics

with Dr. Curtis becoming Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Mathematics and Dr. Rachford Chairman
of the Committee on Computers.

Eighteen members of the faculty received pro-

motions effective with the 1964-65 academic year,

and twenty-one v/ere promoted effective with the

current year. Many new faculty appointments have

been made in the last two years, several of them of

senior rank. A complete listing for the biennium is

located in the faculty section of this report.
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It was, in sum, a two-year period which sus-

tained and encouraged all who are determined that

the University shall add in strength and number to

an already distinguished faculty, maintaining ail

ideal student-teacher ratio and excelling the level

of quality attained by the faculty in Rice's brief but

bright history.

The single most important function of a Uni-

versity is teaching. During the past two years,

several changes have taken place in the various

teaching programs at Rice, aimed primarily at im-

proving the quality of instruction.

In the Humanities, the University has increased

its offerings in many areas. With a major expansion

of faculty and courses in Political Science a major
is now offered in that subject. Similar developments

in the area of Spanish literature have provided for

a new major in Spanish. Also for the first time in

over a decade Portuguese is offered.

The Department of Economics and Business

Administration has begun a five-year program in

accounting designed for students who wish to pre-

pare themselves for careers in public accounting as

well as for positions of managerial responsibility in

business. To be eligible for the program, students

must have completed the B.A. degree, whether with

a major in economics or some other field. Upon suc-

cessful completion of the fifth year curriculum, the

student is awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science

in Accounting.

In Engineering, many general topic courses

common to different departments are now taught

by the most competent instructors regardless of de-

partment affiliation and are attended by students

regardless of major. The result is an economy in

teaching personnel, an improvement in instruction,

and a most desirable emphasis of the concepts that

are common to all engineering disciplines.

17



Similar improvements have come about in the

Sciences and Mathematics. As an example, because

Physics is of growing interest to all students, a new
course has been started at the elementary level.

Humorously referred to as "Physics for Poets," the

offering is a serious study of the whole field of

physics from the beginning to the most recent dis-

coveries, and has been enthusiastically received.

The major in Biology has been completely re-

vised in keeping with recent developments in this

discipline which require much greater command of

chemistry and physics. A new sophomore-level gen-

eral Biology course was developed and all of the more
advanced courses were either revised or replaced by
new courses. A similar modernization of the Chem-
istry major, which was initiated in 1962, has been

successfully implemented.

Additional emphasis has been given to precep-

torial methods at the Freshman level in several dis-

ciplines. Once a week, the larger classes in such

subjects as English, History, and Chemistry are

broken up into many small sections for more per-

sonal instruction. The senior members of the faculty

teach as many of these small sections as possible,

although graduate students assist in marking papers

and in laboratory instruction.

In addition, the major freshman courses have

been modified to take advantage of improved prep-

aration in the high schools. For example in the

freshman chemistry laboratory many illustrative

or qualitative experiments have been replaced by

quantitative experiments. The new program has

met a good response in that it is new and different

from that which students have experienced before.

Also this freshman program meets the quantitative

analysis requirements for admission to medical

school as well as for many advanced courses in re-

lated sciences and engineering and thereby allows

the elimination of the old sophomore analysis course.

Chemistry majors take advanced work in analysis at

the junior or senior level.
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The six-week Rice Summer School for High
School Students, mentioned earlier in this report, is

a highlight of the teacher training program for

secondary teachers in effect at the University since

1963-64. The whole certification program has been

conceived and put into operation with great orig-

inality and skill by Professor Wood and the Rice De-

partment of Education. Because it establishes Rice in

its proper role of educational leadership, and because

of its great potential for influencing educational

improvement in this area, it is particularly gratify-

ing to report that its early success is quite signif-

icant.

Rice students have a choice of an apprenticeship

or an internship plan, both of which remove student

teaching from the regular academic year so that it

does not interfere with proper study of subject mat-

ter in required teaching fields. Under the apprentice-

ship plan, the student may complete preparation for

a teaching career in four years and the two summer
sessions which follow the junior and senior years.

Interns are expected to attend a summer session

immediately after graduation from Rice, and are

assigned in pairs to classrooms in neighboring school

systems during the following fall semester.

Student teaching during the summer session is

under the guidance of a Master Teacher and a Uni-

versity staff member. Another important objective

is the stimulation of secondary school students by

courses that are the best in content and presentation

that the teams of master and student teachers can

devise.

The School of Architecture has been in the

process of simplifying its curriculum into a single

series of courses in architecture, and has achieved

a completely integrated subject matter situation

which relates the various facets of architecture to

the one course for each year. Through this program,

thought to be unique in the United States, each

student is allowed maximum freedom to develop

his own capabilities and talent.
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The gradual increase of our student body and

faculty has not been without its problems. Our main
concern has been for classroom space, particularly

with the introduction of new courses. Studies have

been made seeking solutions to alleviate the demand
for additional classrooms, and further studies are

currently underway to determine the best utilization

of the space we have.

Because the traditional emphasis at Rice has

always been high scholastic achievement, and the

annual report of the President has in the past de-

tailed some of the standards of the entering fresh-

man class each year, I should like to repeat that prac-

tice again, since the usual pattern of very high qual-

ity continues.

The profile of the freshman class of 1963 was
outstanding in many respects. The 474-member class

posted a 687 average on the College Board tests. The
total of 88 valedictorians and 22 salutatorians, was
about one out of every five students in the freshman
class. Twelve percent of the class were National

Merit Scholarship winners. The profile of Rice's

incoming freshman class of 1964 showed that 38 of

the group were National Merit Scholarship winners,

and that more than 64 percent of them were in the

upper five percent of their high school graduating

classes. There were 93 valedictorians and 31 saluta-

torians, and six Presidential Scholars. The class

average on the College Board Scores was a record-

breaking 688.

training at the
imer School for
tool Students
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FRESHMAN CLASS

Average College Board Scores

Class Average

By Division

Academic
Science - Engineering

Architecture

Scholastic Standing

National Merit Scholarships

Valedictorian

Salutatorian

Upper 5?r of Graduating

Seniors

Number of Students

Entering Freshmen

Men
Women

196U 196S 1962

688 687 677

679 681 664

699 694 690

645 654 645

38 55 40

93 88 97

31 22 21

64% 67% 64 r
/c

474

355

119

459

346

113

488

387

101

TOTAL ENROLLMENT
196 U

Undergraduates 1,754

Fifth Year Architects

and Engineers 48

Advanced Degree Students 585

Undesignated or Special Students 22

Grand Total 2,409

1963

1,687

60

490

5

2,242



339 300 329

1,208 1,173 1,224

220 203 185

1,428 1,376 1,409

54 51 49

181 167 154

108 100 83

289 267 237

81 95 105

345 310 262

206 165 135

GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF TOTAL
ENROLLMENT

Enrollment figures 196U 1963 1962

From Texas

Entering Freshmen
Total Undergraduates

Graduate Students

Total Enrollment

From South and Southwest*

Entering Freshmen
Total Undergraduates

Graduate Students

Total Enrollment

From all other States

Entering Freshmen
Total Undergraduates

Graduate Students

Total Enrollment 551 475 397

From Foreign Countries

(Includes American Students)

Entering Freshmen 2

Total Undergraduates 18

Graduate Students 124

Total Enrollment 142 124 101

I should like to mention the Early Decision

Plan which has been incorporated into our admis-

sions procedure effective with the current year.

Students, who have a strong preference for Rice,

and who have completed the required College Board

tests and who agree to wait for a decision from Rice

before applying to another institution, may file ap-

plications as early as July 1 after the Junior year in

high school. Early Decision applicants are notified

of the Admissions Committee's decision by Novem-
ber 15th of the Senior year. Thus, an unsuccessful

candidate still has time to apply to another school,

*Nine States: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas,

Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico,

Oklahoma and Tennessee.

23
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or may reapply for regular admission to Rice when
additional criteria are available. Approximately 25%
of the current Freshman Class was admitted through

the Early Decision Plan.

At the 51st Commencement in 1964, Rice grant-

ed 485 degrees. Twenty-seven members of the Senior

Class were elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Ten seniors

were graduated summa cum laude, nineteen magna
cum laude, and thirty cum laude.

Degrees were conferred as follows : 282 Bach-

elor of Arts, 16 Bachelor of Commerce, 15 Bachelor

of Architecture, 12 Bachelor of Science in Health

and Physical Education, 12 Bachelor of Science in

Chemical Engineering, 3 Bachelor of Science in Civil

Engineering, 22 Bachelor of Science in Electrical

Engineering, and 8 Bachelor of Science in Mechan-
ical Engineering. Advanced degrees included 35

Master of Arts, 1 Master of Architecture, 31 Master

of Science and 48 Doctor of Philosophy.

The commencement address was delivered by
Dr. Charles H. Townes, Provost and Professor of

Physics at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Professor William Muehl, Professor of Practical

Theology at Yale Divinity School, delivered the

Baccalaureate sermon Friday, May 29, in the Ac-

ademic Court-

The University granted 530 degrees at its 52nd

Commencement exercise in 1965. Thirty Senior Class

members were elected Phi Beta Kappa. Twelve se-

niors were graduated summa cum laude, twenty-

seven magna cum laude and thirty-four cum laude.

Among the total degrees awarded were 326

Bachelor of Arts, 17 Bachelor of Commerce, 10

Bachelor of Architecture, 7 Bachelor of Science in

Health and Physical Education, 11 Bachelor of

Science in Chemical Engineering, 13 Bachelor of

Science in Electrical Engineering and 11 Bachelor

of Science in Mechanical Engineering. Advanced
degrees included 41 Master of Arts, 4 Master of

Architecture, 29 Master of Science and 61 Doctor

of Philosophy.
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Commencement speaker was Dr. Henry Allen

Moe, President of the American Philosophical So-

ciety and for many years Secretary of the John
Simon Guggenheim Foundation. The Baccalaureate

speaker was Dr. Luther H. Harshbarger, Professor

of Humanities and Religious Studies, College of the

Liberal Arts, Pennsylvania State University.

As satisfying as it is to realize that the in-

creased number of advanced degrees awarded in-

volves improved quality, it is equally gratifying to

note the increasing number of Fellowships awarded
at Rice for advanced studies, both in the Humanities

and Science-Engineering. Eighteen National Science

Foundation Fellowships were awarded to Rice

seniors in 1965 compared to 10 in 1964, and 18

received Woodrow Wilson Fellowships in 1965 com-

pared with 10 in 1964.



Traditional functions and activities which have

long contributed to the cultural life of the campus,

have been augmented during the past two years by

specific projects which should be mentioned here.

A full-time staff director has been appointed for

the first time to assist the Rice University Players.

The Rice University Symphonic Society was
organized by students and faculty in 1964 under the

direction of Dr. Richard O'Neil, Assistant Professor

of Mathematics, and has performed several concerts

on the campus with notable success.

A new series of lectures was initiated in 1963

known as the "President's Special Lecture Series,"

dealing with new or recent developments in some
field of inquiry, as in the humanities, science, and
engineering, which transcends traditional lines of

distinction between disciplines.

The Rockwell Lectures in 1964 were delivered

by Dr. Albert Outler, Professor of Theology at Per-

kins School of Theology at Southern' Methodist Uni-

versity. The series in 1965 featured Dr. Kenneth W.
Thompson, Vice President of the Rockefeller Found-

ation.

The annual Rice television series continues to

be well received by Houston audiences, and in 1965,

with the cooperation of KTRK-TV, was expanded
from nine to twelve programs.

Enthusiasm both on the campus and among the

citizens of Houston remains high for the annual

Chamber Music Series, sponsored by the Shepherd
School of Music, the Bartlett Aesthetics Program,
and the Chapel Lecture Series. The Rice University

Chorus, organized by Dr. Robert W. Bedford in

1963, has been highly praised for its performances

during the Rice Chapel Series. Much interest has

also been displayed toward the annual Library ex-

hibits, and the informal faculty and student art

exhibits. There is need, however, for better facilities

for the display of such accomplishments of the

students and faculty.
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One of the goals of the University is to become

an outstanding center of creativity, discovering new
knowledge and solving previously unsolved problems

by research and other scholarly-creative activities.

I am pleased, therefore, to report that support for

this function has increased in all areas of study. Our
policy continues to be one of encouragement toward
basic research in a project chosen by the individual

investigator, particularly where the problem is ap-

propriate for graduate student thesis investigation.

New facilities, new equipment, and an expanded
faculty have combined to increase the number and
variety of projects underway at the present time.

In many areas there have been several interesting

and even exciting results, and in view of the fairly

rapid development of graduate studies, an especially

full section on research is included this year. Space

limitations prevent describing every investigation

or creative activity, but the results which are high-

lighted here are typical of the overall research in-

terest at Rice.

Professors Mary Ellen Goodman and Douglass

Price-Williams, and their graduate students, have

conducted research supported by the Hogg Founda-
tion for Mental Health which has documented con-

ditions of poverty in an area of the city of Houston,

and has provided specific information concerning

racial tensions. Recommendations for amelioration

of these conditions, prepared on invitation of city

authorities, are being used in planning remedial

action.

Archaeological investigations in Iran conducted

under the direction of Professor Frank Hole and

supported by the National Science Foundation have

shed light on the beginnings of civilization in the

world. Excavations have yielded a history of con-

tinued human occupation from late Paleolithic times

into the Neolithic era, covering the span of time
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Excavations in Iran by the
Rice archeological team
reveal continued human

occupation for over
3h,000 years
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from more than 40,000 to 6,000 years ago. A his-

torical sequence has been revealed of the technolog-

ical advances of man from the use of crude stone,

bone and wood tools to the invention of plant and

animal husbandry that served as the foundation for

the emergence of urbanism and the world's earliest

civilizations, which arose soon afterwards in this

region.

Field research conducted by Professor Edward
Norbeck and financially supported by the National

Science Foundation on the inter-relationships among
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new social institutions in Japan has yielded data

that aid in gaining an understanding of the exten-

sive social and religious changes that Japan has

undergone since the end of World War II. One of the

outstanding social phenomena of which this research

offers an interpretation is the tremendous growth
of certain new religious sects, a development which

opposes a general and growing Japanese trend away
from religion.

Professor Gaston V. Rimlinger has developed a

theoretical demonstration which indicates that na-

tionwide social security systems and private pension

plans can pay for themselves under certain ideal

conditions. He has determined that in the ordinary

free enterprise system, consistent with market con-

ditions, an employer can pay pensions, for example,

without imposing a burden on himself. Because the

form of the remuneration is changed to include de-

ferred payments, the worker's satisfaction is in-

creased, and theoretically so is his production. The
study is mainly a conceptual clarification of the

conditions under which such fringe benefits may
actually increase profits.

Traditionally, the economist has been handi-

capped in his studies because of constantly changing

variables in the conditions he observes. Econo-

metrics, however, uses highly complex statistical

tools to prove economic theory to a higher degree of

probability. Professor M. Krzyzaniak and Professor

R. A. Musgrave of Harvard have subjected the

manufacturing industry to an econometric analysis

which concluded that corporations shift the burden

of corporate income taxation to the consumer. A
theoretical interpretation by Professor Krzyzaniak

also indicates that since a few leaders in a given

industry shift the tax by raising prices, the less

efficient firms also raise prices through the "um-
brella effect," and percentagewise tend to profit

most from the price increase.

Professor W. S. Dowden's research into the per-
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sonal correspondence of the early 19th century Eng-
lish author, Thomas Moore, has been published in

two volumes, The Letters of Thomas Moore. Most
of the letters in this edition have never before ap-

peared in print, and are those written from 1793 to

1847 to a wide circle of acquaintances. The present

edition brings together for the first time hitherto

unpublished documents which contribute facts and
opinions about Moore's contemporaries, and English

literature and politics of the time. Moore's career is

seen in a new light, since his theories are discussed

freely and candidly in letters written to many out-

standing early 19th century literary and political

figures.

No catalogue of Hogarth's graphic works has

been published since the Nichols catalogue of 1833

and the Dobson catalogue of 1907, both long known
by scholars to be unreliable and misleading. Profes-

sor Ronald Paulson has now completely revised the

catalogue in a two volume edition, Hogarth's Graphic
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Works, firmly establishing dates and sequences. The
new publication includes each print known to have

been made or supervised by Hogarth, as well as im-

portant variant states, from unfinished proofs to the

alterations made by the artist in the last years of his

life. Professor Paulson's comments accompany the

chronological arrangement of prints by Hogarth,

prints for which Hogarth made designs, and ques-

tionable prints.

In A New View of Chaucer, Professor George
Williams adopts the biographical approach, and ar-

gues that the world of Chaucer's poetry is an imagi-

native reconstruction of the world which actually

surrounded the poet, a world at whose center stood

his patron, John of Gaunt, Plantagenet prince, Duke
of Lancaster, and titular king of Spain. Professor

Williams has concluded from his studies that Gaunt
and several members of his court figure prominently

in several of Chaucer's works, and his thesis is

prefaced by substantial background material on the

relationship between Chaucer and John of Gaunt
which will be of interest to the historian.

Professor Madeleine Raaphorst has published

the first complete biography of Colette which in-

cludes the first complete study of her art. This in-

vestigation reveals Colette's impressionistic style

and her views of reality, and indicates that, although

Colette was not considered to be intellectual, she did

have a definite philosophy of life, and her attitude

can be determined through her art.

Professor Herbert Lehnert in his recent book,

Thomas Mann: Fiktion, Mythos, Religion, indicates

that the bulk of Thomas Mann literature has estab-

lished the image of Mann as the intellectualist, rep-

resenting certain philosophical ideas. After exten-

sive archive studies in the United States and Europe,

Professor Lehnert suggests that Mann, largely in-

fluenced by Nietzsche, had indeterminate ideas, and

did not form a definite philosophy; and, hence the

value of his writings lies in its fictional structure.
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Professor Robert Kahn in an investigation of

recent definitions of German Romanticism has at-

tempted to demonstrate the invalidity of the dialec-

tic method in literary history by pointing out that

it is a heritage of the period which Hegel popular-

ized. Explaining that other historical periods are

under no obligation to accept this view, Professor

Kahn suggests that the rhythm of history should be

likened to the sea, with ups and downs but no def-

inite indication of progress. His research indicates

that the present chaos in the study of German Ro-

manticism is due to the dialectic method.

Architect's rendering of
the proposed $3 million

expansion of the

Fondren Library

Professor John S. Ambler has investigated

French civil-military relations between 1945 and

1962, and offers certain new analyses of this problem

in modern French politics Based on a number of

behavioral theories. His book-length study of the role

of military professionalism indicates that the break-

up of the French Empire after World War II con-

flicted with the traditions of so many military pro-

fessionals that they broke from their political neu-

trality, and because of the absence of a firm civilian

governmental authority, were able to pressure the

Assembly to accept De Gaulle.

Professor Allen J. Matusow has completed a

careful survey of the farm and food policies of the



Truman administration. His book-length manuscript
arrives at certain new interpretations which are

presented with strong support. Among them are

that the food famine in post-World War Europe was
made worse by the Truman administration ; that the

midwestern farmers, in alliance with midwestern
labor, pulled the 1948 upset which elected Truman
contrary to all poll predictions ; and that price con-

trols imposed during the Korean War were not only

useless but in the long run a serious mistake.

The first Austrian History Yearbook has been

published by the University. Edited by Professor R.

John Rath, the Yearbook is an outgrowth of the

Austrian News Letter founded in 1960 to acquaint

historians, both in the United States and Europe,

with the latest research and publications in the field.

Increased interest led to the creation of a more
durable and comprehensive publication.

This report has already referred to the his-

torical research being conducted jointly by Rice and

the Jefferson Davis Association which will cover the

correspondence and the papers of Jefferson Davis.

This major effort will eventually yield some fifteen

volumes of reference material.

Professor Konstantin Kolenda has proposed a

new way of looking at the phenomenon of human
freedom in his book The Freedom of Reason. He
shows that the rational capacity of man consists in

structuring his life in the light of learned rules,

principles, and other behavioral patterns. In the pro-

cess of growing up each human being acquires an

indefinite number of such patterns in many different

areas of activity which include, among others, lan-

guage, science, morality, and art. The significant

fact about these rules is, however, that their precise

range of application is not laid down once and for all

but calls for exercise of judgment and decision on the

part of the person who applies them. It is here that

the phenomenon of freedom can be found, namely,

in the need to apply the acquired rules in specific
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circumstances and to develop them in the light of

growing experience.

Professor J. A. Robinson has been developing

methods for programming computing machines to

produce proofs for mathematical theorems. The basic

theory on which this work is based is a branch of

mathematical logic. Within this theory Robinson has

devised a new principle, called the Resolution Prin-

ciple, which has attracted wide attention. The Reso-

lution Principle embodies a certain fundamental pat-

tern-recognition process which was abstracted from
the way in which intelligent humans solve problems

requiring formal, symbolic reasoning. It has been

successfully applied by numerous groups, in this

country and abroad, working on artificial intelli-

gence.

The third architectural Design Fete in four

years was conducted on the Rice campus this year on

the subject of Community Mental Health Facilities.

The conference was composed of six teams of archi-

tectural and mental health authorities who worked

night and day for twelve days to develop architec-

tural solutions. If the results of Rice Design Fete I,

the study of Community Colleges, is an indication,

then it appears that Rice will have a great influence

in the design of mental health centers throughout

the United States.

Professor H. A. Deans has developed a new
chromatographic device for the study of multicom-

ponent vapor-liquid equilibrium. Many of the diffi-

culties of standard partition chromatography are

obviated by the new column, which involves the slow

rise of bubbles in a tube of almost critical diameter.

Professor F. Horn has discovered conditions

under which certain processes normally operated at a

steady state can be improved by cyclic operations,

and has developed methods to optimize such cyclic

operations. These techniques are applicable to a

variety of processes commonly employed in the

chemical and petro-chemical industries.
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As this report indicated earlier, Rice is cooperat-

ing with Baylor University College of Medicine to-

ward the development of an artificial implantable

human heart. The project at Rice, under the direc-

tion of Professor W. W. Akers, has progressed to

the point where an artificial heart has been devel-

oped which can take over the biological pumping
function in animals. Tests to date have sustained

life in experimental animals for two weeks.

Professor R. Kobayashi has studied the trans-

formation of various gases and liquid water to form
solid gas hydrates at high pressures, both experi-

mentally and theoretically, and has extended the

theory to predict hydrate formation conditions in

ternary systems such as argon-methane-water. There
is considerable practical interest in gas hydrates

because of their propensity to occur in high pressure

gas transmission lines, their relation to the an-

aesthetic properties of nonpolar gases, and also, in-

terestingly enough, because of the possible occur-

rence of gas hydrates in the outer planets of the

solar system.

Professor A. W. Busch and his associates in the

Laboratory of Environmental Science and Engineer-

ing have produced new concepts and methods for

the measurement and control of organic pollution.
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Such methods are applicable for research and for

practical use in water resources problems. An ex-

ample is in the study of effects of pollution in

natural bodies of water.

Professor T. A. Rabson and his graduate stu-

dents have obtained experimental results which lead

to a better understanding of polarization phenomena
in solid-state lasers. When the output beam of a

neodymium-doped glass laser is observed it is often

found to pulsate very rapidly, emitting light in

short "spikes." With equipment specifically built for

the purpose Professor Rabson succeeded in deter-

mining the degree of polarization and the angle of

polarization of each spike. The degree of polarization

depends on the magnitude of the energy used to

"pump" the laser and approaches 100% near the

threshold for emission.

The magnitude of the destructive forces of

ocean waves has been difficult to predict, especially

of those of steep waves which are common in hurri-

canes. Professor H. K. Beckmann has determined

that existing wave theories underestimated these

forces, and has introduced a third force (besides

drag and inertia) which is the result of the presence

of free water surface. This surface induced force is

relatively insignificant where shallow sine waves

act on obstacles like slender columns which are long

and narrow compared with the wave height. It be-

comes significant, however, in the case of steep

waves acting on short bulky columns penetrating the

water surface, possibly even exceeding the maximum
of the forces previously considered. The corrected

wave force theory is now being evaluated experi-

mentally in the Ryon Laboratory wave tank.

Professor A. J. Chapman and his graduate stu-

dents have recently completed the mathematical de-

termination of the heat absorbed by, and the temper-

ature distribution in, a body moving on the lunar

surface. By making suitable physical idealizations,
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results were obtained which include the effects of

direct solar radiation, lunar emission, and lunar

albedo.

Professor Angelo Miele and his associates have

carried out an extensive theoretical research pro-

gram on the theory of optimum aerodynamic shapes

at supersonic, hypersonic, and free-molecular flow

velocities. While the bulk of the above studies is

still under way, preliminary analyses indicate that

—

by means of the methods of the calculus of variations

—it is feasible to design hypersonic vehicles with a

lift-to-drag ratio in the neighborhood of five. This

value of the lift-to-drag ratio is much higher than

that of previously designed hypersonic vehicles and

is such that (a) for very long-range flight, a hyper-

sonic transport can compete economically with a

supersonic transport, and (b) a space vehicle re-

entering the atmosphere from lunar and interplane-

tary missions can safely reach every point of the
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Earth in gliding flight. Wind tunnel tests performed

at the NASA-Langley Research Center have con-

firmed the excellent aerodynamic qualities of the

shapes being developed by the Aero-Astronautics

Group of Rice University-

Professor J. L. Franklin, in his studies of

ionization in an electron beam, has determined that

positive ions derived from aromatic hydrocarbons

by loss of one of the ring-attached hydrogens are

quite different from aromatic ions produced in other

ways, and are probably non-cyclic ions resulting

from ring opening. ,

Professor E. S. Lewis and his associates have
conducted systematic studies of the speed with which
chemical reactions take place when the two heavier

hydrogen isotopes are substituted for the ordinary

hydrogen atom in certain chemical compounds. The
work has revealed the inadequacy of various ap-

proximate theories in explaining the magnitude and
the temperature dependence of these effects. A
striking result has been the discovery of the largest

isotope effects yet known at room temperature ; for

example, one case in which deuterium substitution

retards by a factor of 24, and another of retardation

by tritium substitution by a factor of 57. From this

investigation we have another tool to assist us in a

better understanding of chemical reactions.

Professor Richard B. Turner and his students

have completed the total synthesis of the alkaloid

cassaine. This substance is of particular interest

in that it possesses cardiotonic properties similar to

those exhibited by digitalis and is at the same time

an analgesic agent- A key step in the synthesis was
the development of a method for converting a

thermodynamically stable intermediate into the cor-

responding thermodynamically unstable stereo-

isomer.

The silicon difluoride molecule (SiF-_>) has a

surprisingly long lifetime in the gas phase, but is
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highly reactive in condensed states. Its chemistry

has been investigated by Professor J. L. Margrave
and his group, particularly the reactions with boron

trifluoride, oxygen and benzene. All aromatic com-

pounds appear to react and give several new families

of compounds including one which has an unusual

bridged configuration. With the use of the micro-

wave spectrum, Professor R. F. Curl, Jr., has deter-

mined the structure of this substance.

The absolute geochronology, investigated by

Professor John A. S. Adams in cooperation with

Shell Development Laboratories, has resulted in a
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substantial revision of the absolute geologic time

scale. This work has become the definitive calibra-

tion point in the lower Paleozoic.

Professor Jean-Claude De Bremaecker has ob-

tained a particularly clear demonstration of stan-

dard pressure waves in the atmosphere, generated

by long amplitude and low wave lengths at the air-

land interface. The fully digitized seismograph and

microbaragraph recorded excellent results during

the Alaskan earthquake on Good Friday in 1964.

The research of Professors John J. W. Rogers

and J. A. S. Adams into the ultimate thorium re-

sources in the United States- played an important

part in the decision by the government to support a

program in the development of thorium breeder re-

actors. Such a development could lead at some future

date to an additional major source of energy for the

nation.

Professor P. L. Donoho has been studying mag-
netism in the so-called rare earth materials to deter-

mine why, at very low temperatures, a rare earth

crystal in a magnetic field will increase its size by
a much larger factor than has been observed in

other materials such as nickel or iron. One result of

his investigation has revealed that in a microwave
frequency electromagnetic field this crystal can

produce rapid oscillations leading to ultrasonic

waves. This effect has been observed up to 10,000

megacycles, and is believed to be possible at fre-

quencies as high as 100,000 megacycles. Such infor-

mation is of fundamental importance in understand-

ing the basic properties of the material, and is also

useful for sophisticated radar systems.

In all fields of physics, classical or quantum,

the interaction of two particles can be described

precisely ; however, the interaction of three or more
bodies is not well understood and must be treated in

some approximate way- This three-body problem has

been unsolved by physicists for generations. Pro-
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fessor G. C. Phillips and his collaborators in the

Bonner Nuclear Laboratories have discovered that

when three nuclear particles interact so as to all fly

apart, they do so in a sequential way. Thus one of

the particles was always found to be emitted first,

and a very short time later the remaining particles

fly apart. The time interval of these processes was
observed to be as short as a thousandth of a billionth

of a billionth of a second ! These methods have al-

lowed the identification of nuclei that do not exist

in the ordinary world. Thus such a peculiar nucleus

as Helium of mass two—the "di-proton," was identi-

fied and its fleeting existence was first proved by

these methods at Rice.

Professor H. E. Rorschach has been investigat-

ing the properties of small amounts of paramagnetic

impurities contained in insulating crystals. These

impurities are responsible for the relaxation of the

magnetic moment of the nuclei toward its equi-

librium value. He has found that the characteristic

time for this relaxation is strongly dependent on the

orientation of the crystals relative to an external

magnetic field at temperatures near 100°K. This

suggests the presence of a new relaxation mechanism
for the nuclei which could be an important consider-

ation in the evaluation of these crystals for use as

laser materials or as sources for the polarization of

nuclei by the "solid effect."

Nuclei have small magnetic moments which at

low temperatures and in strong magnetic fields may
be lined up like little magnetic compasses. At ordi-

nary temperatures, however, they point in all direc-

tions and their magnetic effects cannot be easily

studied. Professor G. K. Walters and his colleagues

at Rice and Texas Instruments, Incorporated, have

discovered a new method of producing polarization

of these atomic nuclei. This discovery showed that

Helium-3 gas can have most of the nuclear magnetic

moments lined up when it is "optically pumped"

—

a process in which the gas is illuminated by polar-
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ized light of just the right color. This technique has

opened up exciting new avenues of research in

Atomic Physics, Nuclear Physics, and also has had

immediate practical applications.

The magnetosphere is the region surrounding

the earth that contains the earth's magnetic field-

Until recently it has been generally thought that the

earth's magnetic field was contained in a tear-drop

shaped volume with the tail of the tear-drop extend-

ing away from the sun and perhaps reaching as far

as the orbit of the moon. In the October 1, 1964

issue of the Journal of Geophysical Research, Dr. A.

J. Dessler published a paper entitled, "Length of

Magnetospheric Tail" in which he argued that the

tail was comet-shaped and extended away from the

sun for a distance several times the distance between

the sun and the earth. Recent satellite data (from

the IMP 1 satellite) have shown that for distances

out to half the earth-moon distance, the configura-

tion of the tail is comet-like rather than tear-drop-

like.

The airglow is a faint greenish glow in the sky

just barely visible under ideal night-time conditions

throughout the earth's atmosphere. It had been sug-

gested that the airglow was simply a faint, perma-

nent aurora—that is, a faint manifestation of the

much brighter northern lights. It is known that the

aurora is caused by bombardment of the upper

atmosphere by energetic electrons and protons. A
research group under the direction of Professor B. J.

O'Brien, using a suitably instrumented rocket (called

Sammy) showed that less than 3 % of the airglow

could be caused by energetic particles. This work
appeared in the January 1, 1965 issue of the Journal

of Geophysical Research with Dr. F. R. Allum and

>ehavior is studied Mr. H. C. Goldwire as co-authors with Dr. O'Brien
iid of Van de on a paper entitled, "Rocket-Measurements of Mid-

Bonner Nuclear Latitude Airglow and Particle Precipitation." In
nes this paper it is concluded that the suggestion that

the airglow is due to particle bombardment is unten-

able and that some other mechanism, such as chem-
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ical reactions must be operating to account for the

observations.

The list which follows contains the sources of

grants and the various disciplines which received

support during the biennium.

The Atomic Energy Commission — Biology,

Chemistry, Electrical Engineering, Geology, Physics

and Space Science

Army and Air Force Agencies—Astronautics,

Chemistry, Electrical Engineering, Mathematics,

Mechanical Engineering and Space Science

A bercromb ie Engineering
Laboratories

The National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration — Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Civil

Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Geology, Math-
ematics, Mechanical Engineering, Physics and Space

Science

The National Science Foundation—Anthropol-

ogy, Biology, Chemical Engineering, Chemistry,

Civil Engineering, Economics, Electrical Engineer-
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ing, Environmental Engineering, Geology, Math-
ematics, Mechanical Engineering, Philosophy, Phys-

ics and Space Science

The Office of Civil Defense—Architecture

The Office of Naval Research — Chemistry,

Physics and Space Science

U. S. Aid Mission—Geology

U. S. Public Health Service—Architecture, Bio-

chemistry, Biology, Biomedical Engineering, Chem-
ical Engineering, Chemistry, Civil Engineering,

Electrical Engineering, Environmental Engineering,

Geology, Languages, Mechanical Engineering, Psy-

chology and Space Science

The Robert A. Welch Foundation—Biochemis-

try, Chemistry and Geochemistry

Many different departments also receive sup-

port for various investigations from The American
Chemical Society, American Metal Climax, Inc., The
American Petroleum Institute, Brown & Root, Inc.,

The M. Faulk Medical Fund, The Ford Foundation,

R. T. French Company, The Hogg Foundation,

Humble Oil and Refining Company, Jefferson Davis

Association, Jersey Production Company, Jet Pro-

pulson Laboratory, Natural Gas Producers Associa-

tion, Phillips Petroleum Company, Shell Develop-

ment Company, and A. P. Sloan Foundation.

A complete listing of faculty research projects

is normally published every two years in two vol-

umes : "Current Research Activity in Science, En-
gineering and Mathematics" and "Current Research

Activity in the Humanities." A revised edition of

each volume will be available early in 1966.
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This report has dwelt at some length on the

changes which have been incorporated into our

teaching programs, on the effectiveness of many of

the research projects which the faculty has under-

taken, and the development of new programs and
new ideas for the decade ahead. University develop-

ment at Rice is an all-encompassing effort, direct

and indirect, involving every level of activity from
the Trustees to the staff. It includes both internal

and external University relations, and ranges from
student recruitment to involvement in community
affairs and public understanding and support of the

University through formal and informal programs.

There is a constant striving for the highest quality

in every phase of University life, tempered only by

the means available to achieve long-range goals- In

its simplest terms, this effort is aimed at a constant

strengthening of the academic programs.

The new Ryon
Engineering Laboratory,

made possible by a

personal gift of $750,000
from Professor Emeritus

and Mrs. L. B. Ryon

Rice is extremely fortunate to have the leader-

ship of an active and dedicated Board of Governors.

The Board has a sincere interest in education, and

senses the great responsibility it holds in its formula-

tion of University policy. For this reason, I am most

pleased to announce the changes which have occur-

red since my past report.



In 1964, Herbert Allen was named a Trustee of

Rice, succeeding Daniel R. Bullard who became a

Trustee Emeritus. Mr. Allen, an alumnus, is Vice

President and General Manager of Cameron Iron

Works, Inc. In July 1965, Robert H. Ray, a geo-

physicist and a Governor of Rice was also named a

Trustee of the University. He succeeds W. A. Kirk-

land, who has become a Trustee Emeritus. Mr. Ray,

Executive Vice President and Chairman of the

Board of Mandrel Industries, Inc., of Houston, is a

Rice alumnus and has been associated with the Uni-

versity's Board of Governors since 1949. Earlier in

the year, there were several appointments to four-

year terms as Governors. In addition to Mr. Ray,

they were Milton R. Underwood, J. W. McLean, and

Ernest D. Butcher. In August 1965, Mr. J. Newton
Rayzor retired from the position of Vice Chairman

of the Trustees and became a Trustee Emeritus.

During the biennium, Rice has been involved in

several cooperative ventures both at home and over-

seas.

With the support of the Ford Foundation Rice

and Harvard Universities are assisting the Chilean

government in planning community living centers

in Chile. The two-year program includes research,

education and professional action. There is an ex-

change program for Chilean and Rice students in

architecture, with Dr. Paul Kennon and two grad-

uate students in Chile, and three Chilean graduate

students at Rice this year.

Chancellor Carey Croneis was named President

of the Board of Directors of a new inter-university

venture, the Gulf Universities Research Corporation.

Ten other southern and southwest universities are

taking part in the program to establish a laboratory

for oceanographic studies, providing both shore and

ocean-based facilities. Universities involved are Rice,

the University of Texas, the University of Houston,

Texas A&M, Southern Methodist University, Loui-

siana State University, Florida State University,

Tulane University, Texas Christian University, Uni-
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versity of Florida and University of Miami. The
Southwest Research Institute of San Antonio is an
associate member.

At the time of this writing, the final site of the

proposed $280 million national atomic accelerator

laboratory has not been selected. Regardless of the

location, however, Rice is among 34 universities se-

lected as charter members of the Universities Re-

search Association, Inc., which will act as operator

of the accelerator under contract with the Atomic
Energy Commission.

Rice hosted the regional Southwestern Assembly
in May 1964 at the Fort Clark Ranch at Brackett-

ville, Texas. The conference, sponsored by the Amer-
ican Assembly of Columbia University, brought

together some 65 professional, business and indus-

trial community leaders to discuss "The Population

Dilemma." Chancellor Carey Croneis was Assembly
Chairman for the four-day affair.

There were many satisfying instances of in-

crease in the pace of Rice development in our efforts

of public support during the two academic years

1963-64 and 1964-65, reflecting intensified planning

and action toward meeting the heightened needs of

today and the years ahead. Response to the appeal

for increased support was forthcoming in handsome

measure from foundations, corporations, friends,

alumni and parents. Rice is indebted to all who rec-

ognized the need and came forward to help during

this period.

The Rice University Associates, rounding out a

decade of service, continued to expand its influence

in the community and beyond, as income for the

biennial period totaled $303,000. Many original

members, becoming Life Members in 1965, continued

to support Rice as Contributing Life Members.

Giving among Rice alumni from all walks of

life resulted in total contributions of $197,655.90 in

the two-year period covered, with 4,612 giving
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$95,529.11 in 1963-64 and some 4,080 contributing

$102,126.79 in 1964-65. to the Rice Alumni Fund
Drive.

The Society of Families, composed of parents

of present and former Rice students, continued to

be a potent force with a record of support in the

amount of $107,000 in income and pledges over the

biennium.
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Margarett Root Brown College, the second women's
residential college, donated by the

Brown Foundation.

Twelve major companies, participating in the

University's Research Sponsor Program, exemplified

the increased measure of liaison with business and
industry during the two academic years concluded

—liaison expressed in general community coopera-

tion and in terms of more than 150 companies across

the nation who contributed to Rice either for specific

or unrestricted purposes, in addition to the Research

Sponsor firms.

Membership in the Research Sponsor Program,
limited to contributors of $10,000 or more annually
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for unrestricted research, in the past two years in-

cluded California Research Corporation, Continental

Oil Company, Douglas Aircraft Company, Humble
Oil & Refining Company, International Business

Machines Corporation, International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation, Lockheed Aircraft Corpora-

tion, Schlumberger Ltd., The Shell Oil Company,
Texaco Inc., Union Carbide Corporation and Ten-

nessee Gas Transmission Company. Member com-
panies are informed of current research activities

in which they may have interest through publications

by the faculty and through research days for their

scientists and engineers. Rice library facilities also

are made available for specific research interests.

The increased sense of responsibility toward
higher education which has been generated by cor-

porations everywhere is both promising and grati-

fying, and Rice is appreciative of its valued help

from that sector of the community.

It is outside the scope and space limitations of

this report to list individually every contribution

made to the University by Rice's friends in the

period covered, be they foundations, corporations or

individuals. There were many outstanding gifts,

grants and bequests from all quarters, and Rice

again extends its thanks to each benefactor. A
representative list of some major benevolences dur-

ing the two-year period 1963-65, showing the range

of support, is included here.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Allen ; the American
Chemical Society ; the American Petroleum Insti-

tute; John H. Blaffer; the Brown Foundation; Mr.

and Mrs. Geo. S. Cohen ; the Farish Fund ; Mr.

Thomas Flaxman ; the Estate of Mrs. Clare E. Flem-

ing ; the Fondren Foundation ; the Ford Foundation

;

Mrs. Alice N. Hanszen ; the Hobby Foundation

;

Houston Endowment, Inc.; Arthur D. Little, Inc.;

the Estate of Mrs. Mamie F. Martel ; the Estate of

Emma S. McGree; the Moody Foundation; the Na-

tional Science Foundation ; Mrs. Sallie Shepherd
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Perkins ; Mr. and Mrs. J. Newton Rayzor ; the Teagle

Foundation ; Abe and Rae Weingarten ; Mrs. Harry
C. Wiess and daughters; and several large anon-

ymous gifts.

This breadth and volume of financial help, so

necessary to the progress of development of any

university, is encouraging indeed as Rice looks to the

immediate future and the requirements for accomp-

lishment of its aims in the Ten Year Plan.
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In 1963 I reported that plans were being drawn
for two additional buildings for immediate construc-

tion—The Ryon Engineering Laboratory and the

Margarett Root Brown College for women.

The Ryon Engineering Laboratory Building was
completed this spring. The new facility, on the site

of the old Engineering Annex on the west side of the

campus, was named for Professor Emeritus Ryon,

former Chairman of the Civil Engineering Depart-

ment and a Professor at Rice for more than 29 years.

He and Mrs. Ryon personally contributed $750,000

toward the building and research equipment. Rice

also received a $150,000 grant from the National

Science Foundation to finance a portion of the new
building.

The residence complex, the Margarett Root

Brown College for women, was ready for occupancy

at the start of the 1965-66 school year. The Brown
college, made possible by a $1 million gift from the

Brown Foundation, Inc., will accommodate nearly

200 young women and will enable the University to

house on campus all undergraduate women who wish

to live on the campus.

I also reported in 1963 that the University was
given a $300,000 grant by the National Science

Foundation to support renovation and expansion of

research facilities in Chemistry. The grant, matched

by Rice funds, was expressly for strengthening

research and graduate studies in Chemistry. Labora-

tories for undergraduate instruction in Chemistry

were also renovated to a considerable degree at

Rice's expense. The two-fold program, the most ex-

tensive in the 40 years since the Chemistry Labor-

atories were constructed, came to a total cost of

about $1 million.
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Ground breaking ceremonies February 12, 1965,

for a $2.5 million Space Science and Technology
Building marked another milestone in the develop-

ment of Rice's space research program. The new
three-story facility, being financed by a $1.6 million

A signal from a satellite detonates a charge, breaking ground
for the Space Science and Technology Building.
(Photo by Richard Pipes, Houston Chronicle)

grant from NASA and some $900,000 from Rice,

will house much of the space-related research now
being done in nine separate departments at Rice.

It will include the Space Science Facility for design,

construction, check-out, and environment testing of
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space research payloads; telemetry and command
station for data reduction and analysis ; office and
conference rooms ; low level radiation laboratories

;

and research facilities for geomagnetic field meas-

urements, gas reaction cross section measurements
and mass spectrometry, lunar and planetary surfaces

and meteoritic experiments. Materials research fa-

cilities will include projects dealing with microwave
ultrasonics, phase transformations, x-ray and optical

metallography, quantum electronics, solid state ra-

diation detection, and mechanical metallurgy and

electron microscopy.

Plans for doubling the area of Fondren Library

approached realization this spring with a $1 million

grant from the Fondren Foundation. The grant

matches that which was made in 1949 by Mrs. W.
W. Fondren, Sr., and her family, for the establish-

ment of the present facilities. The new grant is

contingent on the acquisition of funds from other

sources to complete the almost $3 million needed. A
subsequent grant of $985,333 has been obtained

from the U. S. Office of Education, leaving about

$1 million needed to complete financing. With over

500,000 volumes in the present building, the com-

bined structure would provide a capacity for one

million volumes, and will be a key to the future

development of the Ph.D. programs in the Humani-
ties Division at Rice.

A $1 million addition to the Anderson Biological

Laboratories Building, which will more than double

the research capacity of the Biology Department,

will be built by Rice with a grant of $403,000 re-

ceived in July from the National Institutes of

Health, and matching funds from private founda-

tions. Construction is scheduled for the near future.

Certain key improvements have been put into

effect in the men's residential colleges, a new cen-

tral kitchen has been constructed and is ready to

provide food service to the colleges beginning with
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the fall term of this year, and additional parking-

areas have been provided. Plans are being drawn
for buildings to house mathematics and related

fields in systems research and engineering, and to

contain the various departments allied with the

University's business office.
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It should be noted from the accompanying charts

that for the most part both income and expenditures

increased during the biennium. Expenditures in-

creased slightly more than income as part of the

overall pattern established within the framework of

the Ten Year Plan, and as a result the University

had a substantial deficit in the year ending in June
1965. The Ten Year Plan anticipated this deficit,

however, proceeding with the essential University

development somewhat in advance of additional in-

come.

It is the considered judgement of the Trustees

that tuition income and an increase in gifts and

endowment income in the next few years will offset

increased expenses, and will allow for a balanced

budget by 1970 and in the years beyond.
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(in Millions) S'

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL INCOME

S2 S3 S 4 S5 $6

1964

1965

1964

1965

1964

1965

Endowment Income

.
Student Fees

Gifts, grants-in-aid, overhead on research contracts

and other funds provided for instructional expense

I
Net from auxiliary enterprises

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL EXPENSE

1964

1965

1964

1965

1964

1965

1964

1965

- Library

Operation and maintenance of physical plant

Retirement Fund contributions

Scholarships and expenditure for special projects

Educational and
administrative

departments

OTHER DIRECT EXPENDITURES
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1963-1965

Dr. Dwight S. Brothers left in the summer of 1965

for two years of study of the economic change in

Mexico under the sponsorship of Harvard Uni-

versity.

Dr. Franz Brotzen was named to the Inter-American

Relations Committee of the American Society for

Metals.

Professor William W. Caudill of the Department of

Architecture was given the Oklahoma State Uni-

versity Hall of Fame Award by members of the

College of Engineering of Oklahoma State Uni-

versity.

Chancellor Croneis was named to the Advisory Com-
mittee on Graduate Education by the U. S. Com-
mission of Education, and during the period re-

ceived two honorary degrees—Doctor of Humane
Letters from the University of Tampa and Doc-

tor of Science from Texas Christian University.

Dr. Robert F- Curl received a NATO Fellowship for

study at Oxford University in 1964-65.

Dr. Alexander J. Dessler was appointed Editor of

Aeronomy and Space for the Journal of Geo-

physical Research.

Dr. Wilfred S. Dowden was named vice president of

the South Central Modern Language Association.

At the request of the Ford Foundation, Dr. Edgar O.

Edwards, Reginald Henry Hargrove Professor of

Economics, has been on leave of absence in

Africa acting as economic advisor to the govern-

ment of Kenya.

Professor Joseph S. Gallegly has been elected a mem-
ber of The Society for Theatre Research of Lon-

don.
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Professor Sanford W. Higginbotham was named
Editor of the Journal of Southern History.

Dr. Friedrich Horn, Professor of Chemical Engi-

neering at Rice, was awarded the Dechema Prize

for 1963 at the 115th Colloquium by the Society

for Physical Equipment in Frankfurt, Germany.

Honorary Chancellor William V. Houston gave a

special series of lectures at the Rockefeller In-

stitute on solid state physics.

Dr. B. Frank Jones received a one-year research

appointment at the Institute for Advanced
Studies at Princeton-

Dr. Konstantin Kolenda was elected president of

the Southwestern Philosophical Society for 1965.

Dr. Andrew Louis was elected a representative for

German and Dr. Andre Bourgeois elected as

French member of the Executive Committee of

the South Central Modern Languages Associa-

tion.

Dr. G. C. Phillips was appointed to the Physics Ad-
visory Panel to the National Science Foundation

as well as to membership on the Nuclear Physics

Advisory Panel of the President's Science Ad-

visory Committee.

President Pitzer was appointed in 1965 by President

Lyndon B. Johnson to his Science Advisory Com-
mittee. He had been reappointed previously to

the General Advisory Committee of the Atomic
Energy Commission and was also named to the

Science and Technology Advisory Committee for

Manned Space Flight but resigned these posi-

tions to serve on the President's committee. Dr.

Pitzer was elected by the National Academy of

Sciences to its Council.

Dr. Thomas A. Rabson is working for a year under

a NSF Faculty Fellowship in Basel, Switzerland,

studying semiconductor detection and nuclear in-

strumentation.
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Professor Harry S. Ransom worked in Guadalajara

with the Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara

on architectural curriculum and campus planning

under a grant from the State Department.

Dr. R. John Rath was elected to a three-year term on

the executive board of the modern European

section of the American Speaker at the 28th

annual meeting of the Historical Association and

was reappointed to the International Activities

Committee.

Dr. Zevi Salsburg has been named chairman of the

Chemistry panel of the National Science Founda-

tion Committee for the selection of NSF Fellows.

Dr. Gerald M. Straka, Assistant Professor of His-

tory, was granted a Folger Fellowship for sum-

mer research in the Folger Shakespeare Library,

to work on his study of Bishop Gilbert Burnett,

his writings and their influence.

Professor J. D. Thomas was named President of the

South Central College English Association.

Dr. Radoslav A. Tsanoff, Distinguished Professor

of Humanities and former Chairman of the Rice

Philosophy Department, was honored for his

contributions to the Student Conference on Na-

tional Affairs, by that body.
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1963-1965

Edward S. Lewis, Chairman, Department of Chem-
istry (effective October 1963).

William S. Red, III, Manager of the Rice Campus
Store and Director of the Memorial Center (ef-

fective October 1963).

Clark P. Read, Chairman, Department of Biology

(effective April 1964).

Michael V- McEnany, Dean of Undergraduate Af-

fairs (effective July 1964).

James C. Morehead, Jr., Registrar (effective July

1964).

Gaston V. Rimlinger, Chairman, Department of

Economics and Business Administration (effec-

tive July 1964).

Frank W. Bearden, Chairman, Department of Phy-

sical Education (effective September 1964).

James A. Castaheda, Chairman, Department of

Classics, Russian, Italian, and Spanish (effective

September 1964).

Alan J. Chapman, Chairman, Department of Astro-

nautical and Mechanical Engineering and Ma-
terials Science (effective Sept. 1964).

Morton L. Curtis, Chairman, Department of Math-

ematics (effective September 1964).

Robert L. Kahn, Chairman, Department of German-
ics (effective September 1964).

A. S. Veletsos, Chairman, Department of Civil En-

gineering (effective September 1964).

Philip A. Wadsworth, Dean of Humanities (effec-

tive Sept. 1964). He also served as Chairman of

the Department of French for the year 1964-65.
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Lucian M. Wilkens, Financial Aid Officer (effective

September 1964).

Walter R. Lytz, Research and Personnel Adminis-

trator (effective November 1964).

John A. S. Adams, Chairman, Department of Geol-

ogy (effective February 1965).

Douglass Price-Williams, Chairman, Department of

Psychology (effective March 1965).

Thomas W. Leland, Jr., Chairman, Department of

Chemical Engineering (effective June 1965).

Joseph Nalle, Manager of Oil and Gas Properties

(effective June 1965).

Paul E. Pfeiffer, Dean' of Students (effective July

1965).

William W. Caudill, Director of School of Architec-

ture (effective September 1965).

John O'Neil, Acting Chairman, Fine Arts Depart-

ment (effective September 1965).

Virgil W- Topazio, Chairman, French Department
(effective September 1965).

Frank E. Vandiver, Master of Margarett Root

Brown College (effective September 1965).

Trenton W. Wann, Master of Mary Gibbs Jones Col-

lege (effective September 1965).

William E. Gordon, Dean of Engineering (effective

July 1966).
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EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1964

TO PROFESSOR

John H. Auten, Economics

Arthur W. Busch, Environmental Engineering

Katherine F. Drew, History

Riki Kobayashi, Chemical Engineering

M. V. McEnany, Electrical Engineering

Gaston V. Rimlinger, Economics

John Alan Robinson, Philosophy

Trenton W. Wann, Psychology

TO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

James W. Campbell, Biology

Thomas W. Donnelly, Geology

Edward Dvoretzky, German

Nat W. Krahl, Structural Engineering

Bill N. Lacy, Architecture

Edward G. Purdy, Geology

Donald I. Wood, Education

TO ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Oleh S. Fedyshyn, Political Science

Douglas Milburn, German

Charles Neu, History
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EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1965

TO PROFESSOR

Dwight S. Brothers, Economics

Jean-Claude De Bremaecker, Geology

Mary Ellen Goodman, Anthropology and Sociology

Konstantin Kolenda, Philosophy

Louis H. Mackey, Philosophy

Andrew F. Muir, History

TO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Donald D. Clayton, Space Science

Alan Grob, English

Jesse David Heliums, Chemical Engineering

Frank Hole, Anthropology

Jack W. Hudson, Biology

B. Frank Jones, Mathematics

Frank Curtis Michel, Space Science

M. M. Raaphorst, French

TO ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Robert S. Cox, English

Stephen M. Gersten, Mathematics

Joanna Hahamis, Health and Physical Education

Dale W. Spence, Health and Physical Education

William F. Staats, Commerce

Edward L. Summers, Accounting

Myles Tierney, Mathematics
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1963-1965

Hubert E. Bray, Mathematics

James H. Chillman, Jr., Fine Arts

Alan D. McKillop, English

Radoslav A. Tsanoff , Humanities

1964-1965

PROFESSORS

Morton L. Curtis, Mathematics

Eldon Dyer, Mathematics

Friedrich Horn, Chemical Engineering

Angelo Miele, Astronautics

E. B. Paul, Physics

Henry H. Rachford, Jr., Mathematics and

Computer Science

Monroe K. Spears, English

Philip A. Wadsworth, French

James B. Walker, Biochemistry

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS

E. H. Connell, Mathematics

Elinor Evans, Architecture

G. C. Jain, Electrical Engineering

Paul Kennon, Architecture

Marian Krzyzaniak, Economics

Ferdinand K. Levy, Economics (effective 1/1/65)

Douglass Price-Williams, Psychology

Joseph A. Ward, Jr., English

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS

John Q. Adams, Education

John S. Ambler, Political Science
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Stewart A. Baker, English

Captain Mead R. Bramlett, (USA) Military Science

Philip R. Brooks, Chemistry

William T. Cannady, Architecture

John Conlisk, Economics

L. E. Davis, Electrical Engineering

Alan D. Elbein, Biology

Gary D. Fisher, Chemical Engineering

Leslie C. Glaser, Mathematics

Roger M. Goldwyn, Electrical Engineering

(effective 2/1/64)

Robert C. Haymes, Space Science

Donald L. Huddle, Economics

James A. Jordan, Jr., Physics

Rex B. McLellan, Mechanical Engineering

Ronald Magid, Chemistry

Cenap Oran, Civil Engineering (effective 2/1/65)

Charles W. Philpott, Biology

Heinz W. Puppe, German

Mervyn L. Rudee, Mechanical Engineering

Manfred E. Schubert, German

Lee Stavenhagen, German

Major W. A. Tate, (USMC) Naval Science

William J. Thompson, Civil Engineering

Burleigh T. Wilkins, Philosophy

INSTRUCTORS

William H. Austin, Philosophy

Robert S. Cox, Jr., English

Bennett T. McCallum, Economics

John D. Norman, Environmental Engineering

Elizabeth K. Reedy, English

Robert B. Scott, Geology

Edward L. Summers, Accounting

Myles Tierney, Mathematics (effective 1/1/65)

Paul Witherington, English
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965-1966

PROFESSORS

William E. Gordon, Electrical Engineering and

Space Science (effective 7/1/66)

William M. McCord, Sociology

Virgil Topazio, French

Wayne Wheeler, Sociology

Kathleen Williams, English (effective 7/1/66)

Quincy Wright, J. Weingarten Professor of Inter-

national Relations (History & Political Science)

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS

Rui J. P. de Figueiredo, Electrical Engineering

Maria T. Leal de Martinez, Portuguese and Spanish

James B. Pearson, Electrical Engineering

Hally B. Poindexter, Health and Physical Education

Richard D. Young, Economics

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS

Hugh Anderson, Space Science

Stanley M. Besen, Economics

Charles S. Burrus, Electrical Engineering

Thomas S. Cantrell, Chemistry

Ian Duck, Physics

Robert M. Eisenberg, Biology

Eugene B. Fabes, Mathematics

John W. Freeman, Space Science

Keith Hitchins, History (effective 9/1/66)

John D. Ingram, Mechanical Engineering

James 0. Jirsa, Civil Engineering

William M. Kane, Fine Arts

Robert M. Kendrick, Architecture
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Pardee J. Lowe, German

Charles E. McLure, Economics

Robert A. Queen, Ltjg, Naval Science

Manfred E. Schubert, German

Robert Sobel, Architecture

Nelson D. Taylor, Lt., Naval Science

William F. Walker, Mechanical Engineering

Raymond O. Wells, Mathematics

Edwin P. Willems, Psychology

Magruder B. Wingfield, Architecture

INSTRUCTORS

Barbara Bartholomew, English

Ralph Ewton, Germanics

Myron J. Low, History

James K. van Houten, German
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1964-1965

Shmuel Agmon, Professor of Mathematics

Carl W. E. Correns, National Science Foundation

Visiting Senior Foreign Scientist

Lawrence P. Huelsman, Professor of Electrical

Engineering

Louis Landre, Professor of French

1965-1966

Morris W. Bishop, Professor of French

Hans-Berndt Brinkmann, Assistant Professor

of Mathematics

Robert H. Frank, Assistant Professor of History

Roy Jackson, Professor of Chemical Engineering

Sigurd Kohler, Associate Professor of Physics

Helmut Kreuzer, Associate Professor of German

A. M. Lane, Professor of Physics

James Gilmer McManaway, Professor of English

M. H. Newman, Professor of Mathematics

(2nd semester)

John O'Neil, Professor of Fine Arts

Alan Raucher, Assistant Professor of History

Kennard Reed, Assistant Professor of Mathematic

R. H. Super, Professor of English
Tames G. Umstattd, Professor of Education
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1964-1965

Krystyna Ansevin, Biology (2nd semester)

Stephen Baker, Physics

E. S. Barratt, Psychology

Jan Brockmann, German

Norman W. Charlton, Health and Physical

Education

Valeria B. Furino, Spanish

Neil Havens, Drama (English)

Thomas W. Lee, Biology

Esteban Lendinez, Spanish

Henry F. Lucas, Geology

F. Aldrich Moore, Classics

Wolfgang Pfeiffer, Physical Metallurgy

Christian Poppelbaum, Physics

David Snell, Economics

Donald N. Winch, Economics

James B. Wilson, Geology

1965-1966

Krystyna Ansevin, Biology (2nd semester)

Ronald J. Bannister, Economics and Business

Administration

Emma D. Boiling, Education

Herbert Mears, Fine Arts

Akihiko Morimoto, Mathematics

Lewis L. Nettleton, Geology

R. P. Nordgren, Mechanical Engineering

Frank B. Ryan, Mathematics (2nd semester)

Peter Shaw, Space Science (1st semester)

B. H. Wildenthal, Physics
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For all or a portion of the academic year

1963-1964

John H. Auten, Associate Professor of Economics

Lee E. Baker, Assistant Professor of Electrical

Engineering

Harry A. Deans, Assistant Professor of Chemical

Engineering

Lincoln K. Durst, Associate Professor of

Mathematics

Edgar 0. Edwards, Reginald Henry Hargrove

Professor of Economics

James B. Giles, Lecturer in Economics, Director of

Admissions

John E. Hodges, Associate Professor of Commerce

Frank Hole, Assistant Professor of Anthropology

Francis L. Loewenheim, Assistant Professor of

History

William H. Masterson, Professor of History

John E. Plapp, Associate Professor of Mechanical

Engineering

Gaston V. Rimlinger, Henry Fox, Sr., Associate

Professor of Economics

Harold J. Salani, Assistant Professor of Civil

Engineering

Roy V. Talmage, Professor of Biology

Floyd E. Ulrich, Professor of Mathematics

Frank E. Vandiver, Professor of History

Arthur Weston, Professor of Health and
Physical Education

Carl R. Wischmeyer, Professor of Electrical

Engineering
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1964-1965

Sydney N. Afriat, Associate Professor of Economics

John H. Auten, Professor of Economics

James W. Campbell, Assistant Professor of Biology

Robert F. Curl, Jr., Assistant Professor of

Chemistry

Sam H. Davis, Jr., Associate Professor of

Chemical Engineering

Jim Douglas, Jr., Professor of Mathematics

Edgar 0. Edwards, Reginald Henry Hargrove
Professor of Economics

Martin C. Ettlinger, Associate Professor of

Chemistry

Joseph S. Gallegly, Associate Professor of English

Martin H. Graham, Professor of Electrical

Engineering and Computer Project Director

Paul J. Grillo, Professor of Architecture

John E. Hodges, Associate Professor of Commerce

Guy Johnson, Jr., Associate Professor of

Mathematics

Herbert H. Lehnert, Assistant Professor of German

Larry J. McMurtry, Lecturer in English

Andrew F. Muir, Associate Professor of History

Niels C. Nielsen, Jr., J. Newton Rayzor Professor

of Philosophy and Religious Thought

Edward Norbeck, Professor of Anthropology

Edward G. Purdy, Assistant Professor of Geology

Harry S. Ransom, Jr., Associate Professor of

Architecture

John M. Roberts, Associate Professor of

Mechanical Engineering

Harold J. Salani, Assistant Professor of

Civil Engineering

Ronald L. Sass, Associate Professor of Chemistry
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Laurence H. Favrot. Died May 26, 1964 at the age of

63. Mr. Favrot had been an active member of the

Board of Governors since 1961.

Lamar Fleming, Jr. Died June 5, 1964 at the age of

71. A Trustee Emeritus of the Board of Trustees

of Rice University, Mr. Fleming died after a

long illness.

Harold A. Wilson. Died October 15, 1964 at the age

of 89. One of the eleven original professors on

the Faculty when Rice opened in 1912. He retired

in 1947 as the head of the Physics Department.

Dr. Wilson was author of four physics texts and
numerous articles on scientific subjects. He was
awarded a Medal of Honor for Distinction in

Physics at the Rice semi-centennial ceremonies

in 1962.

James S. Waters. Died December 28, 1964 at the

age of 70. A member of the Rice University fac-

ulty for 45 years, Dr. Waters was Chairman of

the Electrical Engineering Department for many
years. He was a Fellow of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers and a member of the

Institute of Radio Engineers.
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